Pour 3 oz. of Laser Sheen® Concentrate in a 32 oz. sprayer, add water and shake.

For big grooming jobs, empty entire bottle (12 oz.) of Laser Sheen® Concentrate into a gallon container, add water and shake well. Apply with a fine mist sprayer.

IMPORTANT NOTE: For desired results, mix exactly according to label dilution rates. Too much Laser Sheen® Concentrate may produce a sticky or gummy film. Too little will produce a watery product that will not give your horse that beautiful Laser Sheen® gloss.

Laser Sheen® Concentrate has a unique non-oily formula developed to put the finest gloss possible on horses’ coats. Laser Sheen® detangles manes and tails quickly – and keeps them tangle free! Produces a lustrous, healthy coat that shines like a winner! Silicone formula repels dust and dirt, and prevents stains from grass, manure and sweat.

ONE 12 OUNCE CONCENTRATE BOTTLE = 1 GALLON OF READY TO USE PRODUCT!